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The Oracle Cards
Video 3:

Oracle Cards are a language formed out of a lexicon

Lexicon has a grouping of specific symbols, metaphors, pictures and images that  
forms a language

Language through which you want the Universe to speak through you, to you, through 
the lexicon of the Oracle Cards

Oracle Cards have a specific lexicon and the language or lexicon is a system

Every card is a word, idea or concept

They all have to work together

They form sentences and experiences when they work together

All the cards in a lexicon have to speak to each other

All Colette’s decks are systems derived from ancient Oracle divination systems  
and been modernized

All of Colette’s decks are used to speak to each other

They were created so they could all converse together

Oracle Card’s don’t come alive until you engage them with intent

They come alive when you intend to use as a language, as an intermediary between  
you and Spirit/Conscious Universe

Oracle Cards are a mirror reflecting everything you know and many things  
you don’t know

Like a flashlight because they illuminate the shadows
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Shadows are the challenges or things you’re in denial about

Oracle Cards are a navigation system because they tell you where you’ve been, where you 
are now and where you have to go...your next right action

Story-in-Motion = we are evolving beings

Oracle Cards show you the evolution of a story and are fluid

Important to remember you’re never going to be in one place all of the time

Learn about yourself through the Oracle Cards showing the evolution of your story

Know Thyself

Nothing in Excess

Become self-aware and let go of the baggage

Oracle Cards show you what’s possible

Cards help you see there’s something beyond the familiar and tell you how to get there

Oracle Cards give you an option, allow you to course correct, take a new path

More you use them, the more accurate they become

Conscious Universe has to work out how to get through to us because we’ve been  
taught to deny or ignore how it speaks

Have to unlearn the bias

WOTO facilitates the learning between you and the Conscious Universe

Conscious Universe starts to recognize your patterns
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You begin to recognise how Conscious Universe speaks to you through the cards

More accurate the more you trust the cards and listen through your intuition

SoulFM is always broadcasting

Teaching you to turn on the radio and tune in to SoulFM

You want to keep the radio on because you’re open, magic is awake, cards are  
talking to you and synchronicities are happening

Spiritual narcolepsy is when we fall back into the old ways and patterns which  
turns off the radio

Aiming to be tuned in to SoulFM more times in the day than letting the Ego  
run the show

Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video we talked about Oracle Cards being a type of vocabulary. A lexicon or 
system of pictures, images, symbols and metaphors that allow us to communicate with 
the Conscious Universe so that we can have a communication that works through the 
symbols. Next, the video talked about how the cards come alive when you use them with 
intent. Oracle cards can show you your story-in-motion and the evolution of that story-in-
motion, as well as what’s possible. Talked about how the more you use the cards the more 
accurate you’re going to get and why this is so. Finally, the video talked about SoulFM and 
what that means.
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